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240mm
FLEXLINE

USE AS
 � Lawn barrier — extra depth or extra height — for invasive grasses

 � Raised feature bed

 � Low retainer

IDEAL FOR
 � Raised, curved feature beds

 � Terracing a gentle slope

 � Hard surface mounting i.e. rooftop gardens/decking

PREPARATIONS
Create a level installation base/trench. Note: This edge allows 

gentle sloping.

 
RIGHT ANGLE CORNER
We have right angle corners ready made for you, these include 

the standard join set and can be viewed on our accessories pages.  

Alternatively you can make your own on site.  To do this score a line 

intermittently down the  back of the edge with an angle grinder 

and create a sufficient opening (5-7mm) in the double folded lip at 

the top. Bend and force it by hand; bend it a little too far then bend 

it back. Placing a block of wood close to the fold whilst bending 

improves the result. Use a rubber mallet to perfect the corner.

MINIMUM CURVE RADIUS
The minimum radius for curves or circles that can be formed with 

this product is 69cm. It is made by joining two lengths together.

JOINING SLEEVES
On some occasions you may need to shorten a length to meet 

a length requirement.  This would apply where making rings of 

custom diameters >1.38m.  The Joining Sleeve is used to connect 

the two edges when this occurs. These are fixed with screws 

through the guide holes in the sleeve to neatly finish.  Refer to 

accessories pages.

STEP 2 - JOIN STEP 4 - FIX LIP

FL240WS WEATHERING STEEL (SC20WS)
FL240GS GALVANISED STEEL (SC20GS)

LENGTH 2,160mm THICKNESS 2mm

SOLD AS SET INCLUDING

 �  1 Join set (2 x wedge / 2 x slider), 1 x joint bracket (as breakaway pieces)

 � 3 x galvanised twisted nails (300mm)

ACCESSORIES AND REQUIRED FIXINGS (NOT INCLUDED)
See accessories on page 24 for further details.

 � 4 x Tek Screws (12G x 16mm)

 � Anchor set

 � Corner piece

 � Joining sleeve

 � Hard surface fixing bracket

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

1  Place two edges flat on the ground.

2  Edges are joined using the snap off joint bracket and join set pieces. 

 CHEVRON-RIGHT  First insert join bracket under the top lip.

 CHEVRON-RIGHT   Break off wedge and slider, insert slider through adjacent edge slots, 

insert wedge down into the slider and firmly hammer. 

Tip: See diagram, be sure to do the bottom edge slot first.

3  Set edges upright and position where desired.

4   Introduce further lengths, connecting them as you go and use twisted 

nails to secure foot and hold shape.

5  Hammer the posts in adjacent to the bottom foot.

6  Secure the fix lip as shown.

Tip 1: In soft sandy soils, a little quick set concrete around the nails 

makes a huge difference.

Tip 2: Making straight lines is much harder than sweeping curves, 

consider your design before you start!


